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should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Heads up on Autozone duralast ignition coils.
Thread starter whitehot1 Start date Aug 13, Joined Oct 24, I recently bought one and was having
some random problems while driving; things like when coming to a stop the engine would cut
off completely but i could start it back up without a problem,while driving down the road the
engine would cutoff momentarily but stay running, a noticeable miss while driving. I have used
the Autozone duralast coils before without any problems and they measured correctly 11K K
but it has been quite a few years. The coils Autozone is selling now has a lower secondary
resistance than what they used to have or what our cars need. As we know 11K - 13K ohms is
what we look for when testing the coil. The coil that autozone sells now has the secondary
resistance of 6K - I normally check the coil before installing them but i can't remember if i did
this one or not,so i don't know if it was in the 11K ohm range and dropped down to 8. When i
took the coil back to autozone and they tested it and also tested a new one and it read the same
8. If you have a coil from any auto parts stores i would check them to see if they are the correct
11K- 13K ohms for our cars. I opted for a cash refund which they did without any problem.
Roger Active Member. Joined Jun 1, Ain't China junk great. Roger said:. Bigjack Member.
Joined Jul 18, Oreilly's got the right parts. Joined Apr 15, Bigjack said:. Joined Jan 22, I also
have a bad Autozone coil pak with only 8. I am going back for a refund on Monday and just
ordered an AC. Autozone didn't use to test the coils but they do now and the specs for their
coils are from 6K to When they tested my coil at first they tried to tell me it was good and all
they could do was replace it for me, but i showed them the receipt and it says on it that they will
replace the coil or give a refund, so don't let them try to talk you out of the refund. I bought a
spare coil from O'Reilleys it's an BWD brand and i put it on the car to test it and it works good, i
still have it on there right now with a few hundred miles on it. I would recommend one of these if
you can't get the AC Delco locally. Joined Nov 14, I never tested mine but i did put an autozone
one on my car,it runs great and i havnt had any running problems. Joined May 9, That's where I
get all my parts. Glen will do you right. Can i check it on the car or does the module have to be
disconnected? I figure i should check it just to be sure. Joined Jan 7, Joined May 28, Less
resistance ohms can be from larger diameter wire in the secondary windings, or less number of
turns in the windings less wire. My vote is they are using less wire. Ohmmed out at GNRick
Retired member. Joined Mar 21, BlackBandit God loves Buicks! Joined Mar 29, GNRick said:.
Check it on the car and report back. BlackBandit said:. You must log in or register to reply here.
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places such as Advance auto or Autozone for about dollars. Lastly it could be in the electronic
module. The firing order is and the coil packs are 41 and This could be a problem with timing or
you need to check the leads to the coil packs are on firmly. Remove the coil packs follow spark
plugs to the coil pack then remove the control module sits under the coil packs. Only if it has
Coil On Plugs. They are under the coil packs. The coil packs are near the valve covers, and go
into the intake manifold. Hi they are under the coil packs. On a Kia Sedona the coil packs are
over the front 3 plugs. Wires go to the rear head. This is what i m lookin forr. On the BA falcon 6
cylinder models the coil packs are under the plastic cover between the two camshaft mounds
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momentarily but stay running, a noticeable miss while driving. I have used the Autozone
duralast coils before without any problems and they measured correctly 11K K but it has been
quite a few years. The coils Autozone is selling now has a lower secondary resistance than what
they used to have or what our cars need. As we know 11K - 13K ohms is what we look for when
testing the coil. The coil that autozone sells now has the secondary resistance of 6K - I normally
check the coil before installing them but i can't remember if i did this one or not,so i don't know
if it was in the 11K ohm range and dropped down to 8. When i took the coil back to autozone
and they tested it and also tested a new one and it read the same 8. If you have a coil from any
auto parts stores i would check them to see if they are the correct 11K- 13K ohms for our cars. I
opted for a cash refund which they did without any problem. Roger Active Member. Joined Jun
1, Ain't China junk great. Roger said:. Bigjack Member. Joined Jul 18, Oreilly's got the right
parts. Joined Apr 15, Bigjack said:. Joined Jan 22, I also have a bad Autozone coil pak with only
8. I am going back for a refund on Monday and just ordered an AC. Autozone didn't use to test
the coils but they do now and the specs for their coils are from 6K to When they tested my coil
at first they tried to tell me it was good and all they could do was replace it for me, but i showed
them the receipt and it says on it that they will replace the coil or give a refund, so don't let them
try to talk you out of the refund. I bought a spare coil from O'Reilleys it's an BWD brand and i
put it on the car to test it and it works good, i still have it on there right now with a few hundred
miles on it. I would recommend one of these if you can't get the AC Delco locally. Joined Nov
14, I never tested mine but i did put an autozone one on my car,it runs great and i havnt had any
running problems. Joined May 9, That's where I get all my parts. Glen will do you right. Can i
check it on the car or does the module have to be disconnected? I figure i should check it just
to be sure. Joined Jan 7, Joined May 28, Less resistance ohms can be from larger diameter wire
in the secondary windings, or less number of turns in the windings less wire. My vote is they
are using less wire. Ohmmed out at GNRick Retired member. Joined Mar 21, BlackBandit God
loves Buicks! Joined Mar 29, GNRick said:. Check it on the car and report back. BlackBandit
said:. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads. Digi-Tails LED kit. Replies 3
Views Jul 29, slaby Replies 4 Views Oct 19, Mr. What ignition setup to run?? Replies 15 Views
1K. Sep 4, psycho6cyl. Stumbling and breaking up problem?? Replies 9 Views 1K. Aug 30,
we4Mateo. Replies 20 Views 6K. Oct 11, billy Compare the most helpful customer reviews of the
best rated products in our Automotive Replacement Ignition Coil Packs store. These products

are shortlisted based on the overall star rating and the number of customer reviews received by
each product in the store, and are refreshed regularly. Top Rated by Department. Current
Department. Automotive Replacement Parts. Automotive Replacement Ignition Parts.
Automotive Replacement Ignition Coil Packs. All Departments. Musical Instruments. Office
Products. Pet Supplies. Video Games. By AA Ignition. Great coil pack!!! I replaced all six coils
and plugs in my Ford Escape with 3. These coils and the Bosch double platinum plugs made
this vehicle run like it just came off the assembly line. I took an extra step and replaced intake
gaskets easy to do and cleaned out the throttle body which was coal black. By Oldmutt. Great
price and product! I bought these to replace all my ignition coils of my Mazda MPV when my
engine began misfiring on cylinder 2. This product's fit and finish is identical to the OEM Mazda,
installation was a breeze, and now my van runs smoother than ever! By Ben G. Didn't last a year
Fit perfectly and my car started running smoothly again. The original coils were on the car for
13 years so I figured these would be good for a couple years at least. Less than 9 months later it
started mis firing again. By iceman. See all customer reviews. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. By
ENA. Working well so far, do not ignore that check engine light These are working fine at miles,
I am going to update this review at 3, 6 and 12 months. I was a little worried due to the low price
but the check engine light has not came back on and my Escape is running fine. By dgac It had
a missfire in cylinders 1 and 3 and every time it missfired the battery light flashed just slightly.
By KetteringNate. I installed 6 of these in my '03 Escape in July of I was lured to these due to
the price, all 6 of them for the same price as 1 of the name brand units. Read more. By MSC.
Perfect reverse engineered replacement coils for aging Envoys and Trailblazers First off, do not
believe the reviews that say they are junk or you have to remove material from the connectors.
I'm a former GM engineer, I pay close attention to part tolerances. These coils are reverse
engineered OEM Delphi coils. Identical with 2 exceptions. Low RPM's and the engine would
shake at idle. Read online it could be the ignition coils. Tested it by removing the air box above
the engine and unplugged the cables attached to the coils. By Chris K. Be sure to check the
connection pins. I had a slight miss about once or twice per minute. Almost like i would
question if it actually happened. By Judy Lynn. By Bravex. Not bad for the price.. By Robert
Day. Works perfectly! After seeing the positive reviews I decided to order these for my Ford F
My truck was misfiring hard anytime I tried a slow acceleration especially between mph. These
coils shipped right away and arrived a day earlier than expected. By J Rath. Quality Product!! I
ordered these for my son's F It has the 5. These Brave coil packs were delivered on time, they
were professionally packaged in a box with each coil pack having its on resting spot in a
molded tray. By Bryan D. By Megaflint. First shop replaced the plugs found one insulator
cracked , no fix. By WebGuyDave. Great product Installed these over the Thanksgiving holiday
and it has made a great improvement on my Expedition so far. The idle is smoother and the
acceleration has shown dramatic improvement. By Francisco Latorre. Best coils out there for
the price!!! Package came in just as expected. Not damaged of any kind. The quality of the coils
look very trustworthy. Took me about 3hrs to change them all. By David Robles. By Amazon
Customer. By MH. So far So good I bought this set of coils for my 01 Ford E 5. I paired them
with a set of Motorcraft OEM spark plugs. By Eduardo Deleon. By QYL. Anyways, these fit my
car perfectly. By Phantom-X. It got check engine like P and P which is for a spark misfire Our
Hyundai Accent started running really rough with around 90, miles flashing check engine light.
It got check engine like P and P which is for a spark misfire on certain cylinders. By Brett. I
believe if giving credit when it's due. Was definitely a great value! NAPA was totally out of their
minds! By Kidd. These were an exact match to the OEMs. These were listed for a very fair price
and they matched exactly what I needed them for - Nissan Versa. Unfortunately they did not
correct the issue I was troubleshooting, but I was able to rule out the plug coils without having
to spend an arm and a leg at the dealer or with the original Nissan parts. By Mike. These coils
ran perfect until now These coils ran perfect until now, when all of a sudden,as I was leaving the
stop light the check engine light came on,and the car started to buck up. It was very scary. I got
it diagnosed,and found out that one of the coil pack is dead,and the other is break down under
heat. By Timir Dukhbhanjan. Runs Great. If anything it got worse in the next few days. I ordered
the ENA pack, very quick change out with a single bolt for each under the plastic motor cover.
By Owen Shiverdecker. Great price, great performance! By Justin. Great so far! My parents
don't make a lot of money and they lost their car almost 2 years ago. I was able to buy them a
beater car high mileage Ford Focus that needed a tune up and minor maintenance. Mainly
things my dad and I can learn to do together while bonding at the same time. By Javier. Was still
having issues and couldn't afford to buy more. I came across these and it seemed too good to
be true. My friend was hesitant. I bought them anyway. By Holly s. By MAS. Got what I paid for
Plugs are genuine Motorcraft, coils are most definitely not but considering the price not a bad

deal. If a coil fails in less than 20, miles I will update the review. By Miles. A complete tune up
Great buy for the spark plugs and the coil packs to complete a vital tune up on my Crown
Victoria. Thanks for this package deal for repairing my vehicle. By Donald Gaultney. The ignition
coils are not good they WILL fail you. By Matthew Pyrdeck Jr. By A-Premium. By Zahir Khan.
You can see from my photos that the ones I removed are corroded. The new ones are shiny and
bright haha. I have a VW with a straight 5. Took me about an hour from start to finish to replace
my spark plugs and ignition coils. By Rose. I ordered on January Now they are bad, I took my
car to the dealer because the check engine came on again, and they told me that my ignition
coils were faulty, I explained to the mechanic that those were new engine coils. They were
purchased on January and he explained to me about buying items aftermarket is not a great
idea. By AL. Pricing is great! These fit perfectly on Corolla S 1. Great products, reasonable
priced. Awesome ignition coils, great company. Installation took me less than 10 minutes. The
car runs great and smooth now. Hope it will last a long time. By the handy man. Not for a Prius I
think these are normally a decent product but apparently toyota prius are sensitive with their
components. I have a Prius 5 and these were causing random misfires in varying cylinders. Too
bad they didn't work for me. One replaced with more expensive ones from autozone three
problem stopped. By Zey. I installed these with no problems! Just a dab of dielectric grease and
you good to go. These also have a lifetime warranty so keep your receipt. By Mike H. I have a
Fleetwood pace arrow motor home with the Ford 6. I purchase these coil packs because I had
two original motorcraft coil packs go bad. These coil packs are an exact replacement for my
engine. After installing the coil packs the engine ran perfectly. By Michael B. Right up to that
point, they were fine. I bought them to verify if the expensive OEM coils were going bad and it
did answer that question. I was hoping to get a year or two out of them, but no such luck. By
Baby boss. This part fit great! I only needed one piece but replaced all parts. Car runs better
since this fix! I also liked the purchase page is set up. Being able to choose my vehicle make
and year was easier to find parts that actually fit instead of guessing. By Czeal It's simply
amazing, cheap, works excellent, perfect fit and the most important the Armada runs like's new
again. By Jayo. Work great. Replaced valve cover to eliminate oil getting in the pug wells, and
installed these coils. At the price, I was kinda skeptical, factory coils are way more expensive.
By Paul. Great product, came on time, worked for my car! Excellent product! I have a Hyundai
Accent gls and the ignition coils melt down frequently every 5,, miles. I replaced the one that
misfired and no problems so far. This product is legit, came right on time with prime shipping.
By Jonathan Wilbur. Quick and simple to install These fit my Hyundai Accent perfectly. Worth
the money. Don't spend any more. By Shoeless. Works as intended : Arrived as described and
expected. Well, I researched thoroughly and finally decided to do it myself. By Andrew Coody.
Huge Improvement after Install Ordered this morning and arrived in the afternoon! I installed
these this evening and WOW!!! Huge difference! Truck's response great and gas pedal becomes
sensitive. Runs like new can feel the power of V8 again with , miles. Let's see how these will
hold up in time. By Project Ariesse. I had the spark plug changed about 30K miles ago, so I
thought I'd give a new coil pack a try. For the cost of this set, I thought I could not go wrong.
This was the first time I had ever changed coils out before. By Julio Torres. I took some pictures
this time so I could show the difference. The all black coil is the failed OE coil from Ford. By
Adam. When the cost of motorcraft coils was going to exceed what I paid for my work van 5. Do
not buy! Like a lot of people I bought these coils because I have a Crown Victoria Police
Interceptor with the 4. Like a lot of people I bought these coils because they were cheap and the
writeup plus most of the reviews sounded good. I will never make the mistake again of buying
cheap ignition parts. By Scott P. The first was for the front coil pack and now for the rear coil
pack. The front one was a piece of cake. By William Dickens. Good buy, great quality These
replace the whole rail of ignition coils, you have to have these already installed for one of the
aftermarket coils to work. A single after market coil will not work with an OEM ignition coil rail. I
learned this the hard way. By vj Worked well on Cadillac Seville with 32v northstar. Solved
misfire at idle on cylinders 5 and 8. Installed with New Delco plugs. Hopefull that these last as
long as the factory coils car currently has , miles. Will update in 6 mos or if something goes
wonky By book buster. Perfect replacement for Toyota Matrix My Toyota Matrix started losing
power and shuddered really bad. The check engine light came on with a code of P, Cylinder 1
misfire. I suspected it to be either the spark plug or the coil pack. I swapped out the coil pack
with cylinder 2 and checked the code again. It showed code P This showed me that the coil pack
was bad. By Antoinette F. On the Road Again! Got a code P It was cheaper to buy 4 new of these
than 1 at my local auto store so I replaced all 4. Now running great and not throwing codes
anymore. They matched my OEM coil exactly. They are perfect They were perfect. My car runs
like brand new now. No more check engine light for a misfire in cylinder 1. By Benjamin
Kauffman. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Works great. Had a

miss in my Trailblazer. Same problem as a couple of months ago. I knew it was an ignition coil.
When this part arrived I found the 1 from Oreillys had went bad already. Replaced it with this 1
and the miss is gone. Avoid the high priced auto parts store and buy this one. By Brian. This
coil a half the cost of a coil from Adv or AZ Auto locally, impressed me. By A geek and systems
engineering expert you may call Mister B. High quality part Perfect! High quality part! I've seen
reviews that say people have had them fail shortly after replacement. That may be due to work
spark plugs. It's important to check the condition of the plugs and replace them if necessary. By
The Conquerer. Back to top. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content of
results for "ford v10 coil pack". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by
your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a
new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Amazon's Choice for ford v10 coil pack. Only 15 left in
stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Only 4 left in stock - order
soon. Carrep Ignition Coil 4. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Get it Wed, Mar 3 - Mon, Mar 8. Get
it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering
menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Because the number and shape of
the laminations determine the output characteristics of an ignition coil, ACDelco ensures that
the silicone steel plates surrounding the coil correctly match the original part size and number.
Since steel laminations work best when they are new, shiny, and clean, ACDelco laminations
are coated to hinder corrosion and many feature molded plastic protection to help ensure that
nothing is exposed. This original equipment ignition coil has been manufactured to fit your GM
vehicle, providing the same performance, durability, and service life you expect from General
Motors. Through our GM Original Equipment and Professional, premium aftermarket product
lines, we provide ignition system and switch products for all models of GM vehicles on the road
today. With ACDelco Ignition System and Switch products you can rest assured that your
vehicle is receiving high quality parts engineered for long lasting performance, durability, and
dependability. Effective on parts purchased April 1, , and later to the original retail purchaser.
Contact seller for limited warranty part details, qualifications, and possible labor coverage. Skip
to main content. FREE delivery: March 2 - 5. Fastest delivery: Wednesday, March 3. In Stock.
Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your
security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on
the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's
warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel
anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an
Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at
Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after
the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto
parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on
Amazon. Visit the ACDelco Store. Size: SET 1. SET 1. SET OF 2. SET OF 4. SET OF 5. SET OF 6.
SET OF 7. SET OF 8. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships
from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. D and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Compare with similar items.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
Product guides and documents Warranty [PDF ]. From the manufacturer. Customers who
bought this item also bought. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer

bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Of course
they are talking it back for Even though it's advertised to be an original, genuine part, it's not,
it's a cheap aftermarket part. Not even a quality aftermarket part. It's fraud, it's illegal, it even
showed up repackaged in AC Delco boxes. I can't believe Amazon stands behind this. Of course
they are talking it back for a refund, they did offer a partial refund of I kept the parts I purchased
8 coils it definitely want good enough. Not sure how long a coil is suppose to last but decided to
change them out with new plugs and wires little smoother idle and dropped rpm when idling.
These were made in Mexico if another country besides USA makes a difference. I own a
silverado 4. My truck had the round style ignition coils. I wanted to get new ones cause the
truck has k miles and I want it to last a long time. I couldn't find any round style coils that were
legit ac delco that are at a decent price and with good reviews. I bought these squared coils
because they seemed like a good price and had good reviews. Some people told me that i could
not switch from round to square coils. I made it work. Package arrived on time and with no
damage. Each coil was in ts own ac delco box. I inspected them and they all looked brand new
and stamped ac delco. I purchased the brackets to switch over to these square coils. Also
purchased a bolt kit with spacers. The wire harness matched these new coils. I removed old
round coil bracket and installed the new square coils with new bracket. Everything went
smoothly. I installed the spacers so thy have more clearance from the valve cover. Used a few
zip ties to make it look clean. The spark plug cables that I had were plenty long to reach the new
coils. The only issue I had was braking the heater core hose on the passenger side. Hose was
old and broke right at the clamp. Went to autozone to get a Dorman replacement and new hose.
Glad tye hose broke while I was in there otherwise I would have lost alot of coolant and would
have been more expensive. I plan on keeping keeping this truck for a while so I've been
replacing whatever parts are needed. Truck is almost 20 years old so I'm not worried about
spending money to fix it up. Still cheaper that buying a brand new truck. By Big abe on July 13,
Images in this review. One person found this helpful. They are coils so I wasn't too concerned
that they were damaged and none were so I installed them in my Avalanche with the 8. The miss
I had that threw the P code is gone and the truck feels more responsive. Packing was poor but
they worked without an issue and that is the important part to me. Looked and felt genuine
OEM. I believe box said made in Mexico where the OEM would come from. Replaced all 8 after I
had two go bad within a month of each other. The last set were off brand from an auto parts
store and only lasted 4 years. I had some bad engine knocking that would throw random
cylinder missfire codes and eventually I was able to narrow it down to cylinders 3 and 4. I also
replaced all 8 fuel injectors, spark plugs, MAF sensor, O2 sensors, fuel filter and cats. I hate
cylinder miss fires so I figured I would replace any other problem spots as we take this vehicle
on road trips. We also have over , miles on the truck so i'm use to doing the maintenance items.
GM's coil packs are Not like Ford GM's don't The truck has k miles and is 19 years old Runs and
drives great.. I felt it was worth the cost and effort to do this myself. The cost at a auto repair
would be more than the truck is worth. I'm happy I did the work and incurred the cost. I replace
all 8 ignition coils on my '03 Avalanche because of a significant misfire. The original ignition
coils were in decent condition but I decided to replace all of them because they have , miles on
them. The whole process to replace all 8 coils took only an hour and the result were immediate.
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